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INTRODUCTION

Amongst all your precious finds
There is no sign of you, the man
Henry Willett let me try
To create a worthy object
That we might raise it high
Filled in celebration of all you achieved
From your early years to near your end
So that it might find its place where you 
are not
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THE HENRY WILLETT CERAMICS 
COLLECTION AND ARTISTS’ 
RESPONSES TO COLLECTIONS 
WITHIN MUSEUMS AND HISTORIC 
HOUSES
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Inspiration for form and colour from Henry Willett’s 
Ceramics Collection
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ARTISTS’ RESPONSES TO COLLECTIONS 
WITHIN MUSEUMS AND HISTORICAL HOUSES

These three established artists are well known for 
their responses to collections within museums and 
historical houses.  I found them particularly 
inspiring due to the diversity of their work following 
extensive research including; responses to the 
occupants of the historical houses, stories of their 
lives and elements of their surroundings



ECHOES OF THE PAST,
REIMAGINED IN THE NOW

A response to a personal journey to 
Bishopstone Tidemills, Henry Willett’s 
childhood home



ECHOES OF THE PAST, REIMAGINED IN THE NOW

What a place to be
On the shores of the Sussex coast
Beaten by the weather each day
Taking everything we can take
Making all we can make

Miss Catt watches over us all
Keeps our home
She knows her place in the World
Allows Father to make his ‘place’
Building our lives, as well as those of the villagers

He has built a great deal, Father
Where there was nothing, now there is a thriving community
A tide mill admired across the County
Its workers living alongside in cottages built to house their 
families

The mills work through the night
Catching the tides through the hours of darkness
Calling all to their rhythm until the early hours
As the sun rises the land beckons us
The fields giving us all that they can give



There is no time for play but for the very young
The long stretch of coastline, at times bleak
Other times, when it lays basking in the warmth of a summer’s 
sun
It is filled with freedom and optimism for this modern age
The paths and grassland weaving around and through the 
village
This is our playground for these short moments of childhood
In a community driven by Father’s aspirations

For myself, my joy is in small treasures, objects to keep
Sometimes wonders I find whilst I play
Other times I search for precious fossils linking our World with 
that of the past
Collections to inspire
Perhaps just for me
Perhaps for others to see what they might see
Read what they might read
Learn what we might learn
From then until now
In these echoes of the past



































HENRY WILLETT VESSEL

Creation and display of the vessel in 
celebration of Henry Willett and his 
Ceramics Collection



CREATION OF THE HENRY WILLETT VESSEL

Processes shown on the following pages:

• Plaster form created on lathe
• Process involved in pouring handles
• Carving of dolphin handles
• Mouldmaking both handles and vessel
• First vessels produced from mould
• First glaze test on vessel
• Coloured slip tests using Valentine’s porcelain
• Creation of the relief portrait of Henry Willett 

and plaster sprig mould
• First coloured slip vessel including sprig 

mould
• Glazed and fired Henry Willett vessel















Prior to 
glazing, first 
glazed 
Henry 
Willett  
vessel in 
kiln; before 
and after.

Valentine’s 
Porcelain 
slip, 
coloured
porcelain 
slip and 
transparent 
stoneware 
glaze.



HENRY WILLETT VESSEL 
DISPLAYED WITHIN THE WILLETT 
COLLECTION OF POPULAR POTTERY
AT  BRIGHTON MUSEUM



ONE DAY PROJECT

A project carried out over the course of a 
day, recorded photographically at timed 
intervals every twelve minutes



ONE DAY PROJECT

I chose to experiment with papier-mache for the one day 
project as although, like ceramics, it can be fragile, in contrast 
to the longevity of ceramics, the tissue paper I selected would 
not stand the test of time.  The form is taken from my current 
work responding to the Henry Willett Ceramics Collection at 
Brighton Museum and the text incorporated into the papier-
mache are extracts from Henry Willett’s obituary printed in 
the Brighton Herald on 4 March 1905.  Henry’s collection may 
well last indefinitely whereas the man himself has sadly gone, 
now represented by what he has left behind and the kind 
words written by the people of his time.

Although I researched the most suitable way to create this 
work I had concerns from the start that I may have difficulties 
once the paper-mache was dry removing the form from my 
ceramics.  I thoroughly coated the ceramics in Vaseline 
beforehand although this was not sufficient to prevent the 
papier-mache from sticking and, as can be seen from the 
appearance of a plaster on my thumb, it was not possible to 
separate the two without damaging the work and myself!  

I do, however, feel that the resulting photographs of the work 
emphasize the fragility and impermanence of life. 















HENRY 
WILLETT’S 
OBITUARY

The Brighton 
Herald

4 March 1905




